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Pedro Point Headland: The Secret is Out!
Michael Vasey
Moms, dads, and kids with ear-to-ear smiles, old-fashioned forays up onto the headland to harvest a “Charlie Brown”
Holiday tree, drinking hot cider while making wreaths, sunshine, fresh air, fantastic views, lots of great cheer … the third
annual Charlie Brown Holiday tree event was probably the best yet. Meanwhile, people came from the East Bay, the
South Bay, and, of course, many Pacifica friends, neighbors, and Pedro Point Headland stewards convened to enjoy this rich
tradition. Oh yes, and by the way, lots of great publicity was generated and the opportunity was not lost to educate the
public on why spreading Monterey pines pose a threat to our local coastal scrub and prairie, as well as their rich resident
wildlife, while we still preserve existing old groves and support their regeneration because of their important habitat value
to nesting seasonal migrant birds and other wildlife. In this age of “novel” ecosystems, conservation management is a
challenge, and yet we are doing our best to sustain a balanced mosaic of different kinds of natural communities that will
ultimately best serve coastal biodiversity. Special thanks go to Lynn Adams, our redoubtable coordinator, Castle Kitchen
and Bath, Ace Hardware, and all the volunteers who helped make this such a great event.
Although the Charlie Brown event is a great way to punctuate the end of the year, it certainly has not been the only
success that the Pedro Point Headland Stewardship Program has enjoyed. Other highlights include: (1) great attendance
at monthly stewardship events led by Lynn where we plant native species in restoration sites, collect seeds and cuttings for
future propagation (thanks Kathy Kellerman and Susan Miller), remove exotic invasive species, maintain trails, and munch on
authentic Wisconsin cheese; (2) work with Janet Diehl of the California Coastal Conservancy and Caltrans to improve our
southern access way (now paved); (3) acquisition of the Tronoff property between the Coastal Conservancy land and the
Colt property thus adding an important link for the future bicycle trail and making a huge impact on controlling off-highway
vehicle use on the property (thanks Coastal Conservancy and the City of Pacifica); and (4) preparing a proposal to Coastal
Conservancy to extend our stewardship program another two years (March 2013 to March 2015) (thanks to Breck Hitz,
Sam Casillas, and Bruce Ferry) which has essentially been approved. The extension on the stewardship program will include
some important trail maintenance projects, pilot erosion control and revegetation activity on former motorcycle trails on
south facing slopes along the Middle Ridge. We are planning to work with Dr. Tom Parker and his students on this project
as well as Go Native Nursery and our stewardship program.
As the tunnel moves towards opening, more and more visitors are coming to Pedro Point Headland. Many are attracted
here because of the excellent web site for the property maintained by our favorite bird expert, Paul Donahue (www.
pedropointheadlands.org/). The new funding from Coastal Conservancy also includes money for better trail signage and
funding to build a temporary trail that will link our south staging area to the bike path ramp that has been constructed by
Caltrans at the south end of the property.
In summary, whatever the ultimate fate of Pedro Point Headland (the GGNRA is supposed to be adding it to the park
at some point), our goal is to continue to enhance its natural environment to the best of our ability, improve one’s visitor

experience to the site, provide a valuable educational resource
for the community, and continue to build our relationship with
the Pedro Point Community Association and other Pacificans
as we move forward. The secret is out – more and more
people from Pacifica and beyond are enjoying Pedro Point
Headland. We welcome the challenge of helping to manage its
conservation and recreational values for the good of the coast
and all of its inhabitants (human and otherwise).

Restoring Pacifica’s Wildlife Corridors
Michael Black
Anyone who has ever crossed Pacifica’s Highway 1, from East
to West, knows how formidable a barrier it can present. While
there are occasional overcrossings for cars and passers-by, and
even one pedestrian footbridge, wildlife doesn’t exactly factor
into the equation. Those lucky enough to cross with signals
have buttons to push which makes safe passage a better gamble.
Begin counting the number of dead animals just East of Mori
Point and you start fathoming the necessity of building wildlife
undercrossings or other designated land-bridges. Lands West
of the highway are essentially cut off from those East, further
isolating and fragmenting long existing migratory routes. For
wildlife at least, much of nearby Highway 1 is—unintentionally,
perhaps—a killing field.
The Devil’s Slide Tunnel will be a small step toward mitigating
this historic wrong. For some distance at least, the tunnel
project will usher traffic underground, transforming what’s
above and the historic Devil’s Slide portion of Highway 1 into
coastal byways for all shapes and sizes of migratory animals,
bicyclists included.
Look at a greater Pacifica map and you’ll notice that some
wildlife will soon enjoy a safe means of passage between the
Pedro Point Headlands, McNee Ranch, San Pedro Valley Park
and Montara State Beach. Wildlife corridors of this kind are
crucial for resurrecting—much less re-knitting—coherent
ecological systems, wherein the whole is far greater than
the sum of its once-isolated parts. As responsible stewards,
we must begin creating wildlife corridors which may begin
mitigating for the many unintentional effects that accompany
dense human clustering.
‘Island bioregionalism’ is one term that describes the
fragmentation of landscapes, often due to faulty human agency
and design. Wildlife corridors are one crucial consideration
when it comes to community, road and highway design and
construction.
Those originally championing the creation of a tunnel between
Pacifica and Montara sought to mitigate for a historic oversight
that will serve all of us as land stewards. Join members of the
Pacifica Land Trust in celebrating and finding means of restoring
essential wildlife corridors for those many species who are
incapable of identifying bridges, much less traffic lights! Help us
become conscious of threading together the open spaces which
vividly support so much varied life on behalf of so many.

President’s Newsletter Address 2013
Sam Casillas
The Pacifica Land Trust was
founded to protect coastal
open space in the Pacifica
area and to make public
lands accessible to the public.
All of our accomplishments
represent the culmination
of a legacy of citizen-based
coastal preservation and the
hard work of our elected
officials that goes back almost
four decades and continues
up through the present.
Pacificans have had the foresight to do more than many
surrounding cities to protect open space and make it accessible
to the public. The City formed the Pacifica Land Trust as
a private non-profit land trust to provide a trustworthy
intermediary between property owners, funding partners, and
the public in open space acquisition projects.
Our city is a family-based community that lives in harmony
with the beauty of the surrounding environment which
encompasses emerald hills falling into the majestic Pacific
Ocean. Open space directly impacts the physical health and
mental well-being of our citizens. Pacifica’s beaches and coastal
vistas are arguably some of the most stunning landscapes in
Northern California and we are very privileged to have this to
recreate in and gain solace from in the hustle and bustle of our
daily work lives.
Our unrivaled open space in Pacifica can and does attract
hikers, bikers, surfers and others who enjoy the outdoors. But
we all need to do a better job of promoting our natural beauty
to more potential tourists and then find ways to keep those
visitors here once they arrive. The PLT holds to a true bold
vision of what Pacifica can be and the groundwork has been
laid for Pacifica to move forward in this endeavor. We need to
continue to build on the vision of the coastal trail and build a
business-minded strategy that incorporates and takes advantage
of the many open space parklands like Mori Point, Sweeney
Ridge, and Devil’s Slide that will be our inheritance and our
gift to future generations. The tourists that come to hike in
the Pedro Point Headlands and take in the views from Devil’s
Slide will add to the revenue base, not only for the Pedro Point
Shopping Center, but also in the Linda Mar shopping center,
Rockaway,Vallemar and the rest of our business districts.
With vision, leadership, and policies that support open
space we will create a win-win situation for Pacifica- a vibrant
economy based on our environmental assets- and a healthier
future for generations to come. Your continued volunteerism
and your support will be vital in this endeavor and I thank you
for your past and future contributions.

The 2013 Pedro Point Headlands
Restoration Workday Calendar
As we conclude our third year of restoration work on the
Pedro Point Headlands we celebrate amazing successes. Native
flora have been planted, Pampas Grass and French Broom have
been mostly eradicated. Join in the habitat restoration work on
the Pedro Point Headlands. Call Lynn Adams at 650.355-1668
for more information.
April 20th (With Pacifica’s Earth Day of Action Event 9-11.30)

Sept 22nd

May 19th

Oct 27th

June 30th

November 24th

July 29th

December 8th

August 25th
Dates are subject to change. Please check our website at
PedroPointHeadlands.org
All times are 9.45 – 1.00/1.30 unless otherwise note. Meeting
location - Pedro Point Firehouse

Got Email?
We’ll keep you up-to-date, electronically!
Interested? Email us at info@pacifica-land-trust.org. We will not
share your email or bother you needlessly.

IN MEMORIAM
Pacifica’s environmental community recently lost two of its
most ardent supporters. We are deeply sorry to have lost them
and are grateful for their ever-lasting contributions.

Ferd Simons 1923-2013
Long-time Pacifica
resident Ferd Simons
died on Jan. 3, 2013.
Ferd was well known
for his environmental
activism and was the
recipient of Pacifica’s
first Open Space
Preservation Award in
2006.
Among his many
accomplishments, Ferd
worked (along with
others) to preserve Sweeney Ridge from proposed development
and facilitated its eventual acquisition by the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area. He was an original member of the
Open Space Task Force, which led to the establishment of the
Pacifica Open Space Committee. As an original member of the
Open Space Committee, Ferd worked to help create the Pacifica
Land Trust. He will be missed, but his legacy remains for future
generations to enjoy.

Michael Black 1949-2013
PLT Board Member
Michael Black of Pacifica, California, died February 27, 2013
when he was struck by a vehicle while walking along a road
in Santa Rosa, California. He had spent the day with friends
in spiritual healing and alone contemplating the beauty of the
natural world near Santa Rosa immediately prior to the accident.
Michael joined the board of the Pacifica Land Trust in 2010 and
has worked on environmental issues since his college days. He
completed his undergraduate studies in political science at the
University of Oregon and went on to earn a master’s degree at
the University of California, Santa Barbara and a doctorate at the
University of Oregon in the same field. Over the years he taught
on environmental issues and the role of science in society at a
number of institutions in New York, New Jersey and California.
His academic research was dedicated to ethical and policy
analyses of preserving wild salmon that drew extensively on
scientific literature in the field and his own observations.
This work was cited for excellence by the Pacific Historical
Association. His work on Pacific salmon restoration has also
been published by the State of California.
Michael was active in a wide array of community and
academic organizations, including the New York Academy of
Sciences, the California Studies Association, the Bay Institute
(San Francisco) and the Pacifica Land Trust. He will be dearly
missed as a board member and great friend.
Michael was a tremendous advocate for the natural
environment. He had a vision for connecting a trail system
surrounding Pacifica, and for the protection of wildlife. Please
read his article “Restoring Pacifica’s Wildlife Corridors” in this
newsletter, which was written shortly before his tragic death.
PLT is dedicated to the pursuit of Michael’s vision.
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Your generous donations allow us to continue working to preserve our
open spaces and protect our lands for generations to come. Please be
as generous as your budget allows so the Pacifica Land Trust can keep
serving our community.

I support PLT!
Keep up the good work!
❏ $10/month

❏ $25

❏ $50

Please use my donation below to continue the work of
protecting our precious Pacifica resources.

❏ $75

❏ $100

❏ Other $______

Name							

Address						

City							State		ZIP

Daytime Phone						

Email

A Special Thanks to Jim Nofziger at
Custom Binding in Pacifica for printing our newsletters.

Send check made payable to : Pacifica Land Trust

P.O. Box 988, Pacifica, CA 94044

(650) 438-0894

